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ABSTRACT: The mechanical properties of the double gyroid (DG) cubic phase in glassy-rubbery block
copolymer systems are examined. The stress-strain properties of an isoprene-rich polystyrene/
polyisoprene/polystyrene (SIS) triblock and a polystyrene/polyisoprene (SI) starblock DG, both comprised
of two separate interpenetrating glassy networks embedded in rubbery matrices, are compared to those
of the sphere, cylinder, and lamellar morphologies. This 3-dimensionally interpenetrating periodic
nanocomposite is found to have superior properties over those of its classical counterparts, attributable
to the morphology rather than to the volume fraction of the glassy component, the architecture of the
molecule, or the molecular weight. The DG is the only polygranular/isotropic thermoplastic elastomer
morphology which exhibits necking and drawing and which requires considerably higher stresses for
deformation up to 200% strain than any of the three classical microdomain morphologies. The deformation
behavior of the DG is further investigated as a function of applied strain using in situ synchrotron small-
angle X-ray scattering. Yielding and necking are observed at ∼20% strain, accompanied by sudden changes
in the SAXS patterns: the characteristic Bragg rings of the DG disappear and are replaced by a lobe
pattern containing streaks and diffuse scattering. Analysis of the {211} reflection in the SAXS data
indicates that PS networks play a large role in governing the deformation behavior. The necking behavior
of the DG suggests a different deformation mechanism. The DG samples recover both microscopically
and macroscopically upon unloading and annealing, indicating that the complex interconnected nano-
composite structure was not permanently damaged, even after having been stretched to 600% strain.

Introduction

An A/B/A triblock copolymer consists of three mac-
romolecules covalently bonded together. The self-as-
sembly and microphase separation into A and B do-
mains has been exploited by the thermoplastic elastomer
industry for over 30 years.1 A good historical account
of the developments of triblock copolymers is given in
refs 2 and 3. Triblock copolymers of the glassy-
rubbery-glassy type with majority rubbery composition
make mechanically useful elastomers, as both ends of
the rubbery midblock are held fixed by the glassy
phases, thereby creating a physically cross-linked model
ordered nanocomposite system which is high-tempera-
ture melt-processable and recyclable. These materials
can be considered very fine scale composites since the
polystyrene (PS) and the polydiene microdomains still
retain some of the character of their respective homo-
polymers. In particular, the material as a whole exhibits
two glass transition temperatures characteristic of the
two types of microdomains.4-7

The double gyroid phase was discovered in diblock
copolymer systems8,9 and more recently in triblock
copolymers.10-13 A schematic of two unit cells of the DG
morphology is shown in Figure 1. This cubic micro-
domain morphology consists of a pair of 3-dimensionally
continuous networks in a 3-dimensionally continuous
matrix. We synthesized a PI-rich (66 vol % polyisoprene)
SIS triblock copolymer of 74 000 total molar mass and
block molecular weights of 14K-46K-14K. This mo-
lecular weight and composition is comparable to current
commercial elastomeric materials, thereby allowing the
exploration of new thermoplastic elastomer properties
and applications. The calculated ∆Nø from the critical
Nø of about 4014,15 places this triblock in the intermedi-
ate segregation regime where N is the number of
statistical segments and ø is the Flory-Huggins seg-
ment-segment interaction parameter.

The reinforcing glassy PS component forms the two
networks with the PS struts having L/D ratios of about
∼3:1.16 Each PS network surrounds a skeletal graph of
trifunctional interconnected nodes with each set of three
coplanar struts successively twisted by 71° from one
node to the next throughout space. The rubbery B-
midblock chain forms a loop if its two A-end blocks are
embedded in the same glassy network, whereas it forms
a bridge if each A block belongs to a different network.
The {211} planes have the highest PS density within
the DG structure. The respective planes of highest
glassy reinforcing phase density are the {001} planes
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in the lamellar and the {10} planes in the cylindrical
structure.17-19

The mechanical behavior of elastomeric triblocks with
the classical microdomain morphologies has been in-
vestigated extensively (for good reviews, see refs 2, 20,
and 21). To date there have been some small-strain
mechanical testing studies done on bicontinuous ordered
morphologies,22-24 and two preliminary conference re-
ports by our group concerning the large strain deforma-
tion behavior of the DG microdomain structure.25,26 In
addition, the mechanical properties of a chaotic non-
equilibrium bicontinuous morphology were also stud-
ied.27

The double gyroid morphology features 3-dimension-
ally periodic and interconnected structures: the two PS
networks interpenetrate throughout space within a
matrix of 3-dimensionally continuous PI. None of the
classical phases have the reinforcing glassy phase
continuous in all 3 dimensions. The classical spherical
microdomain morphology consists of discrete PS spheres
arranged on a body-centered cubic lattice, and the
cylinder morphology consists of 1-dimensionally con-
tinuous PS rods arranged on a hexagonal lattice, both
embedded in a PI matrix, while the lamellar morphology
consists of alternating layers of PS and PI which are
both continuous in two dimensions. The presence of the
glassy reinforcing phase, continuous in all three dimen-
sions in the DG structure may be expected to signifi-
cantly affect the mechanical properties of the polymer.

In one of the earliest studies of block copolymer
materials, Childers and Kraus28 studied the mechanical
properties of about 10 triblock SBS copolymers. Two of
the copolymers they studied are within the composition
range for DG (a morphology then unknown). Neither
the equilibrium (simple cast) morphologies nor the
stress-strain properties of these two polymers were
investigatedsthe 34 wt % S was used in stress-
relaxation studies only, and the 36% S was used in
mineral-oil-extended studies only.

Alward et al.22-24 studied the mechanical behavior of
polystyrene-polyisoprene star block copolymers. These
star block copolymers are 30 wt % PS and have diblocks
as arms, connected by a multifunctional chlorosilane
molecule. The microdomain structure of a series of star
copolymer molecules with different arm numbers and
different arm molecular weights, but with the same arm
composition and overall composition, was found to
depend on the number of arms. Stars composed of two,
four, or five diblock arms had a cylinder morphology,
while the 6-, 8-, 12- and 18-arm stars exhibited an
ordered, 3-dimensionally bicontinuous structure, then
called OBS (ordered bicontinuous structure). Dynamic
mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) results (shown in
Figure 3 of ref 24) showed that the five-arm star
(cylinder morphology) exhibited a room-temperature
modulus of approximately 3 MPa, but the six-arm star
(OBS morphology) exhibited a room-temperature modu-
lus of approximately 20 MPa, about 1 order of magni-
tude higher than the cylinder-morphology star. The
ordered bicontinuous structure was later shown to be
DG.29 The fact that the two samples have the same
composition and only a 16% difference in total molecular
weight indicated that the drastic change in the modulus
is due to the difference in domain morphology.

The simplest deformation studies are those on solu-
tion-cast isotropic polygranular materials, as such
materials require no special processing, and give insight
into the general effects of morphology on stress-strain
behavior. With this in mind, the stress-strain behavior
of DG will be compared to that of the classical sphere,
cylinder, and lamellar morphologies. Then results of in
situ SAXS stretching experiments on the DG will be
presented in an effort to follow the evolution of the
microstructure during deformation.

Experimental Section
Table 1 lists the molecular characteristics of the classical

microdomain structure and DG structure polymers studied.
Synthesis of the SIS polymer having DG morphology is
described elsewhere.10 The sphere, cylinder, and lamellar
morphology SIS polymers are commercially available from the
Dexco company. The PS end block molecular mass lies between
11.5 and 18 kg/mol in each case, all well below the critical
molecular weight for viscous entanglement for PS homopoly-
mer (Mc

PS ) 31 kg/mol). The PI midblock molecular mass
ranges from 44 to 105 kg/mol, well above the critical molecular
weight for viscous entanglement for PI homopolymer (Mc

PI )
14 kg/mol). The different morphologies are realized by chang-
ing the percent PS content, and all samples studied have
majority PI composition. Synthesis of the two custom star block
copolymers is also described elsewhere.23 These materials have
diblocks as arms, with the diblock composition listed in Table
1. The two-arm star is thus a triblock, also with the PI
midblock well above Mc

PI and PS end blocks below Mc
PS.

All tensile samples were prepared using the same proce-
dures. Polycrystalline isotropic, unoriented films 1.0 mm thick
were cast from a dilute solution (∼5 wt %) with a nonselective
solvent (toluene) into glass crucibles and the solvent allowed
to slowly evaporate over a period of 2 weeks at ambient
conditions. Irganox stabilizer was added at <0.25 wt % to the
solution in order to prevent oxidation of the isoprene double
bond when annealed at 120 °C. Films were easily removed
from the glass crucibles by submerging the crucible in liquid
nitrogen and quickly pushing out the hardened disk. The
polymer films were dried for 2 days under vacuum at room
temperature and were subsequently annealed at 120 °C for
10 days under vacuum to promote long range order and
equilibrium microstructure. Typical grain sizes ranged from
approximately 0.5 to 1 µm. Tensile samples 1.5 mm wide ×
15 mm long were cut from the 1 mm thick films.

Figure 1. Schematic of the double gyroid morphology, shown
with two unit cells. The two interpenetrating networks cor-
respond to the PS domains in a matrix of PI.
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The X-ray diffraction (SAXS) data were acquired at the
Time-Resolved Diffraction Facility (station X12B) at the
National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL).30 The optical system provides a doubly
focused (spot size, 0.5 × 0.5 mm fwhm) monochromatic X-ray
beam with a wavelength of λ ) 1.54 Å. Sample-to-detector
distances ranged from 215 to 260 cm. A tensile stage with an
attached load cell was used to deform tensile specimens at
strain rates of approximately 0.012 s-1. SAXS patterns, along
with simultaneous load-deformation curves, were taken as
tensile specimens were loaded up to 600% and unloaded to
zero load. Scattering patterns were collected during the
deformation using a custom-built two-dimensional gas-delay
line detector (10 × 10 cm, 512 × 512 pixels)31 with exposure
times of about 15 s.

SAXS data are represented by plots of scattered intensity
as a function of the scattering vector q, which is defined as q
) 4π(sin θ)/λ, where θ is half of the scattering angle 2θ, and λ
is the wavelength of the X-rays. Using this relation and Bragg’s
law for scattering, the spacing of the scattering hkl planes,
dhkl, are related to the scattering vector by dhkl ) 2π/qhkl.

Results and Discussion
Mechanical Properties and Stress-Strain Be-

havior. Parts a and b of Figure 2 show the stress-
strain curve of polygranular isotropic double gyroid SIS
triblock copolymer along with data from polygranular
isotropic SIS triblock copolymers of the three classical
phases, whose different microdomain morphologies are
realized by changing PS content. Figure 2a shows the
data out to 600% strain, and Figure 2b is an enlarge-
ment of the 0-100% strain region. Table 2 lists the
mechanical properties of the various morphologies.
Although the shapes of the stress-strain curves of the
different samples have different characters, the modulus
systematically increases with increasing PS content, in
accordance with a reinforcing filler effect. The most
prominent features of the curves are that the DG sample
exhibits a stable neck, as can be discerned through the
drop in load in the stress-strain curve and also visually
on the sample itself, whereas the sphere, cylinder, and
even the lamellar microdomain samples do not exhibit
necking. (Necking is an inhomogeneous yielding phe-
nomenon where a condition of maximum load is followed
by nonuniform or localized deformation.32) Two out-
standing features of the DG stress-strain curve are that
the yield stress of the double gyroid sample is much
higher than that of even the higher PS content lamellar
sample, and the DG material exhibits the highest stress
levels up to ∼200% strain. The sphere and cylinder
samples show a rubbery response with very broad and
diffuse yielding with no distinct yield point. The lamel-

lar sample yields, but necking and drawing phenomena
are absent, as can be observed visually on the sample
and from the shape of the stress-strain curve.

Table 1. Characteristics of the Polymers Studied

(a) Thermoplastic Elastomer Triblocks

morphology of
triblock TPEs

total weight
percent PS

total molecular
mass (kg/mol)

block molecular
masses

(kg/mol) PS/PI/PS polydispersity source

spheres “SPH” 18% S 128 11.5/105/11.5 1.03 Dexco Vector 4111D
cylinders “CYL” 30% S 97 14.5/68/14.5 1.03 Dexco Vector 4211D
double gyroid “DG” 36% S 74 13.6/46.4/13.6 1.04 custom10

lamellae “LAM” 45% S 80 18/44/18 1.03 Dexco Vector 4411D

(b) Starblock Copolymers

morphology of
starblocks

total weight
percent PS

total molecular
mass (kg/mol)

average
functionality
of star (PDI) source

diblock precursor 30% S 33 1.04 custom23

DG (12-arm star) 30% S 396 11.7 custom23

cylinder (2-arm star) 30% S 66 2 custom23

Figure 2. Stress-strain curves of isotropic, polygranular DG
(bold), overlayed with the classical microdomain morphologies
of spheres (SPH), cylinders (CYL), and lamellae (LAM). Key:
(a) stress-strain behavior to 600% strain; (b) magnified portion
of the stress-strain curve focusing on the 0-100% strain
region.
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Both the stress-strain curve in Figure 2 and visual
inspection of carefully prepared polygranular isotropic
samples with lamellar microdomain morphology repro-
ducibly indicate that the polygranular isotropic lamellar
samples do not undergo necking and drawing phenom-
enon. Other studies in the literature also support this
view.33-36 Segula and Prud’homme do, however, report
necking in a polygranular solvent cast lamellar sample
containing 29 wt % polystyrene.37,38 Samples with
orientation or texture, often produced by various types
of processing, sometimes undergo necking depending on
the relative orientation of the applied force to the axes
of continuous PS domains.4,28,39-41

As is mentioned in refs 2 and 20, necking is charac-
teristic of continuous PS domains; i.e., necking in glassy/
rubbery systems has been observed to occur when the
glassy phase is continuous in the loading direction. In
unoriented polycrystalline samples, the fact that neck-
ing is observed in the 36 wt % styrene (DG) sample and
not in a 45 wt % styrene (lamellar) sample is surprising,
because with increasing PS content, there is a higher
probability that there exist some continuous PS paths
in the direction of loading and hence a higher possibility
of necking phenomenon. The fact that the samples of
other microdomain morphologies with PS contents
smaller (cylinders) as well as greater (lamellar) than
the DG composition do not neck indicates that, in
samples where PS is the minority component, necking
is much more affected by the microdomain structure
than by the PS content.

Figure 3 shows the stress-strain behavior of star-
block copolymers whose different morphologies are
realized by changing the number of diblock arms at
constant PS composition.23 The 12-arm starblock co-
polymer has the OBS/DG morphology23,29 while the two-
arm starblock copolymer (i.e., a triblock) has the cylin-
der morphology. Here again the OBS/DG phase exhibits
necking and drawing phenomena, while the cylinder
phase exhibits diffuse yielding without necking. The
stress required to deform the samples to a given stress
is higher for the OBS phase than for the cylinder phase
at all strains shown.

Both Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that the DG
microstructure exhibits a more robust character than
that of the cylindrical or lamellar structure, requiring
higher stresses to deform to a given strain and yielding
via stable necking behavior. The evidence presented
here shows that the enhancement of mechanical proper-
ties of the DG samples over that of the classical

morphology samples is not an effect of percent PS
content, architecture, or molecular weight (shown in ref
24). Hence, the enhancement in mechanical properties
is essentially due to the unique 3D microdomain mor-
phology of the double gyroid phase.

Evolution of Microdomain Structure with De-
formation. Figure 4A shows a typical stress-strain
curve of DG, with accompanying SAXS patterns re-
corded at different points along the deformation. The
tensile modulus is approximately 30 MPa. Yield occurs
at approximately 20% strain and approximately 2.6
MPa, accompanied by formation of a distinct neck. The
hysteresis in the stress-strain curve is approximately
50%, and a Mullins effect is observed. As mentioned in
refs 2 and 20, necking, hysteresis, and a Mullins effect
suggest a slow recovery of the plastically deformed PS
domains.

The SAXS pattern before the deformation begins is
shown in Figure 4B and consists of an isotropic ring
pattern with the characteristic {211} and {220} reflec-
tions of the double gyroid. Upon loading, the higher
order Bragg rings fade, and the remaining innermost
diffraction rings become elliptical. As a cubic structure,
the DG is expected to exhibit mechanical anisotropy.42

Therefore, in a collection of randomly oriented grains,
the strain response will be different in each grain
depending on the specific orientation to the force axis.
Grains having continuous PS paths oriented in the
direction of the applied force will deform less than those
grains having such paths oriented transverse to the
applied force. This anisotropy of grains provides an
impetus for studying oriented DG more in depth in order
to sample and elucidate the mechanisms for anisotropic
deformation.43-45

At ∼20% strain, necking occurs, as indicated by the
drop in the engineering stress - strain curve, by visual
detection of a local region of much reduced sample cross-
sectional area, and by the abrupt change in the nature
of the scattering pattern (for the X-ray beam directly
incident on the necking area), as shown by Figure 4C.
The characteristic isotropic rings are much reduced in
intensity, there is an increase in diffuse low angle
scattering, and a pair of horizontal streaks oriented
along the normal to the stretching direction appears.
Upon further elongation, the ring completely disap-
pears, and only the diffuse scatter and streaks remain,
as in Figure 4D and schematically illustrated in Figure

Table 2. Mechanical Properties of Unoriented
Elastomeric SIS Triblock Copolymer Morphologiesa

morphology
modulus

(MPa) neck?
yield

stress (MPa)
yield
strain

Triblocks
spheres 2.5 no n/a n/a
cylinders 5 no n/a n/a
double gyroid 30-35 yes 2.6 0.20
lamellae 140-150 no 1.6 0.04

Starblocks
DG (12-arm star) 25-30 yes 1.3 0.10
cylinder (2-arm star) 3 no n/a n/a

a For the DG samples, the yield point on the stress-strain curve
was taken as the point of maximum load. For the lamellar sample,
the yield was taken as the point where the stress-strain curve
abruptly bends over. Yield point determination for the sphere and
cylinder samples was not applicable, as any yielding was diffuse
and the slopes of the curves were continuously changing.

Figure 3. Stress-strain behavior of a isotropic, polygranular
triblock having the cylinder phase and a starblock copolymer
having the OBS/DG phase. Note that the OBS/DG phase
exhibits yielding and necking phenomenon, but that the
cylinder phase does not.
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5F. This anisotropic scattering pattern does not change
until the neck has propagated across the entire gauge
length of the sample. Once the neck has encompassed
the entire gauge length, the strain within the yielded
material begins to increase. The streaks in the pattern
become somewhat sharper and more elongated and
move to lower q, but the nature of the pattern does not
change.

The SAXS pattern shown in Figure 4C captures the
sample morphology just in the abrupt transition from
rings to streaks and shows the nearly circular ring of
yet-unyielded material superposed on the diffuse scat-
tering and horizontal streaks. Before continuing with
the discussion of parts E-G of Figure 4, which show
SAXS patterns for unloading the sample after large
strain deformation, it is instructive to further probe the
yielding phenomenon by stepping the X-ray beam across
the neck region. To achieve this, a sample was stretched
until a neck formed and propagated partially along the
sample (nominal strain ∼50%).

The series of SAXS patterns taken along the transi-
tion from unnecked material to the necked material is

depicted in Figure 5. Note that, in the unnecked region
in Figure 5A, the sample pattern still consists of
essentially circular rings, but as the necked region is
approached, there are fewer higher order rings in the
pattern (e.g., Figure 5B), and the remaining rings have
become slightly elliptical. The ellipses are characteristic
of a small strain (<5%) in the sample volume which is
not large enough to cause yielding. In experiments
where the sample is continuously stretched and where
5-10 s duration SAXS patterns are taken in rapid
succession, it is also noticed that before necking the
rings become elliptical, but at the moment when a neck
is formed in another part of the sample, the rings in
unyielded areas revert to circular as the strain in the
unyielded area has been relieved by that in the localized
deformation region.

Parts C and D of Figure 5 show that, in the region of
the sample where the unnecked material transitions to
necked material, the rings fade out in conjunction with
development of the streak pattern. This indicates that
there are regions of yielded material coexisting with
regions of unyielded material.

From Considere’s criterion for necking behavior, a
material necks when the yield stress is equal to, or

A

Figure 4. (A) Stress-strain curve of an isotropic, polygranu-
lar 34% S SIS DG (top), with accompanying SAXS patterns.
(B) Pattern at start before deformation. (C) Pattern at yield,
∼20% strain. (D) Pattern at 600% strain. (E) Pattern unloaded
to ∼130% strain. (E) Pattern fully unloaded, with ∼70%
residual strain. (G) Pattern upon annealing at 120 °C for 2
weeks.

F
Figure 5. (A-E) Isotropic 34% S SIS DG sample loaded to
40% total strain capturing the necking transition (schematic
shown center), with SAXS patterns of different points along
the neck transition. Point A is closest to the unnecked
material, while point E is in the necked region where the local
strain is approximately 300-375%. (F) Schematic of a streak
pattern characteristic of a necked specimen, like as shown in
Figure 5E. The streak spacing is taken as the inverse of the
distance along the direction of the applied force between the
origin and the extended streak.
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exceeds, the strain hardening rate; i.e., if the relation
dσ/dε ) σ is satisfied.46-48 Or, if strain is expressed as
the fractional change in area, the onset of necking occurs
when the fractional change in yield stress is balanced
by the fractional decrease in load bearing area dσ/σ )
-dA/A. Strain hardening is the phenomenon where the
stress increment required to strain the sample a given
amount continuously increases with increasing strain.
Materials which are prone to necking are those with a
large yield stress but with low strain hardening rates.
Polymeric materials generally exhibit stable necking,
whereby the neck propagates across the entire sample
with increasing strain, as opposed to metallic materials,
which can neck unstably by thinning down until rupture
occurs.46 As necking in styrene-isoprene materials is
associated with continuous PS domains, perhaps the
relative magnitudes of the flow stress and strain
hardening rate could primarily be associated with
deformation of the PS domains. When a large amount
of the displacement is carried by the PS, then the
deformed area may strain harden quickly from the
plastic deformation of the PS.

The isotropic polygranular cylindrical microdomain
structure does not neck but yields diffusely, indicating
that the yield stress is relatively lower than its strain
hardening rate. This may be due to the grain structure.
In the cylindrical microdomain morphology, the PS
domains are likely to be discontinuous across certain
types of grain boundaries,49 thereby decreasing the
sample yield stress. In addition, there are domains
which are oriented such that glassy and rubbery do-
mains are loaded in series, allowing the PI matrix to
carry the deformation without simultaneously deform-
ing the PS cylinders. The grains which are most
compliant are those which have the PS cylinders
oriented perpendicular to the direction of stretch, and
those which are most resistant to deformation are those
in which the glassy cylinders are oriented parallel to
the direction of stretch. This is directly reflected in the
large anisotropy in Young’s modulus of 100-120×
between parallel and perpendicular stretching in well-
aligned near-single-crystal texture samples.50,51 In a
polygranular cylindrical sample, grains oriented in
different directions will yield at different strains, giving
rise to an overall diffuse yielding with the stresses low
enough such that the strain hardening rate in the grains
at those levels of stress is sufficient to prohibit the
deforming material from developing a neck.

The lamellar microdomain structure also does not
neck, but it does exhibit a distinct yield point. The sharp
yielding in the case of the lamellar microdomain struc-
ture indicates that grains oriented in different directions
may deform cooperatively or simultaneously through-
out, which may be due to the considerably smaller
anisotropy in Young’s modulus of only 3× between
parallel and perpendicular stretching of near-single-
crystal texture samples.39 In addition, the glassy PS
domains are known to be continuous across the various
types of grain boundaries of the lamellar morphol-
ogy.52,53 The absence of necking may be due to a high
strain-hardening rate arising from the microdomain
geometry (rubber layers confined between glassy layers),
where deformation of the PS must occur when stretch-
ing perpendicular or parallel to the lamellae sheets39

and where the PI, having a high bulk modulus, has a
high resistance to shearing. The lamellae can then
strain harden sufficiently such that the area which

undergoes yield is able to withstand the current load,
and neither a load drop nor localization of deformation
occurs.

The PS domains are continuous across grain bound-
aries in the double gyroid morphology.43 In addition, the
3D continuity of the PS networks raises the yield stress
of the sample as a whole, since all directions in the
material are reinforced with PS domains. The anisot-
ropy of Young’s modulus of the DG is approximately 5×
with the highest modulus along the PS-continuous paths
(〈111〉 directions) and the lowest along the transverse
directions.43,54 Therefore, the stress required for yield
remains high no matter the grain orientation. The
strain-hardening rate would be expected to be high
because of the 3-D interconnectedness of the PS net-
works, where the PS struts must deform as the PI
matrix is deformed. However, after yield, the DG
structure does not exhibit as high a strain-hardening
rate as that of a lamellar microdomain structure be-
cause there is less constraint on the PI by the networks
of PS. When yield is reached, the strain hardening of
the yielded area cannot withstand the current stress
level, causing the load to drop and the strain to be
localized within the yielded region. The yielded regions
are sufficiently strain-hardened that the level of stress
deforms adjacent unyielded material, drawing the un-
yielded material into the neck.

The strain in the necked region can be estimated
several ways. The first is through measurements of the
dimensions of the physical neck by the relation ε ) ∆L/
Lo ) Ao/A, assuming no change in the sample volume
upon deformation. The samples usually have initial
cross-sections of 1-2 mm2. Measurements from photo-
graphs of the neck show that the strain in the necked
region is 350-400%. The other measure of the strain
in the neck is that value at which the stress begins to
rise after the drawing stress plateau. The strain in the
neck is characteristic of the polymer’s natural draw ratio
and only when all of the sample has the same value of
strain will the stress once again rise in the sample.
When the neck has propagated across the entire gauge
length, the strain is the same at all points, and
macroscopic elongation of the sample results in an
increase in strain uniformly throughout the sample.
Therefore, the strain at which the stress just begins to
rise after the plateau is the strain which is characteristic
of the neck. Examination of the stress-strain curve in
Figure 4 suggests a necking strain of about 375%.

A characteristic spacing was determined from the
distance from origin to the center of the streak along
the applied force direction as denoted in Figure 5F. At
yield, the streak had an associated spacing of dyield

neck ≈
1200 Å. If this spacing is compared to the characteristic
d211 of the simple cast DG, then the strain, ε )
dyield

neck/d211 - 1, is approximately 360%, which is about
the same necking strain determined previously. This is
the first indication that the {211} reflection, which
arises from planes of the highest PS content, allows
insight into the deformation process.

The strain in a sample with 600% deformation was
also determined from the origin-to-streak distance in
Figure 4D. The streak corresponded to a spacing d600%
≈ 1800 Å. The calculated strain is ε ) d600%/d211 - 1 )
700%, which is again approximately the macroscopically
measured strain. Hence we find a strong correlation of
the streak spacing to the amount of strain in the (211)
planes of a yielded sample.
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Figure 4E shows that, upon unloading, elliptical
Bragg rings appear, starting at approximately 300%
strain. Upon complete unloading, the sample shown has
a nominal 70% residual axial strain determined from
physical dimensions. Measurements from the elliptical
ring pattern in Figure 4F indicate that there remains
+40% strain in the axial direction and -20% strain in
the transverse direction after unloading. This disparity
is likely due to sample relaxation between the time
when the nominal strain at zero load was measured and
the time when the SAXS pattern was taken. The SAXS
pattern of the stretched sample reannealed for 5 days
at T ) 120° in Figure 4G is essentially identical to the
original pattern in Figure 4B. The dimensions of the
stretched and reannealed sample return to those of the
original prestretched state. This indicates that any mode
of large strain deformation is fully recoverable upon
annealing.

Detailed Deformation Mechanisms Needed. The
sudden change in the SAXS pattern coinciding with the
onset of necking indicates a drastic structural change
occurs. As was previously mentioned, necking and
drawing phenomena in thermoplastic elastomers are
characteristic of samples with continuous PS do-
mains.2,20 The extreme change in the nature of the
SAXS patterns in Figure 4D and Figure 5C-E may
indicate disruption of PS domains via yielding, rupture,
or drawing of the PS networks. Because the deformation
behavior of an isotropic polygranular sample is a
superposition of the various responses of grains in
different orientations, and because the SAXS patterns
of the highly deformed sample consists of diffuse scat-
tering and a pair of streaks, detailed modeling of the
microstructural evolution during the deformation is
difficult. Cubic materials can have an inherent mechan-
ical anisotropy due to structural differences of the
material in different directions, which would become
apparent in a textured or oriented sample. Such struc-
tural differences should affect the large strain deforma-
tion mechanisms of the DG along different directions.
Therefore, to elucidate the mechanical anisotropy and
to observe if the deformation of the DG is directionally
dependent, the mechanical behavior of oriented or
textured materials needs to be studied. In fact, the
mechanical properties and deformation behavior of
oriented polymeric materials have been studied
extensively21,36,39,50,55-68 to understand the directional
dependence of the mechanical properties and deforma-
tion behavior and to elucidate the elastic constants. In
a forthcoming paper, the deformation of oriented DG
will be presented in order to shed more light on the
deformation mechanisms of this complex interconnected
nanocomposite structure.45

Conclusions

The initial modulus of an isotropic polygranular DG
SIS triblock is 30-35 MPa, and the yield stress is
approximately 2.6 MPa, with yield occurring at 20%
strain. The DG is the only PI-rich morphology which,
when processed to have polygranular unoriented do-
mains, necks and draws. The presence of the stable
necking phenomenon is one indication that the DG
structure is mechanically more robust than the classical
morphologies, requiring higher stresses for yield than
for the classical morphologies. This can be attributed
to the specific DG microdomain geometry rather than
the PS content, molecular architecture, or molecular

weight. Necking in the DG sample is accompanied by a
sudden change of the SAXS patterns from characteristic
Bragg rings of an isotropic material to a pattern with
diffuse low angle scatter and a pair of horizontal
streaks. The strain in the necked region is about 350-
400%. The streaks in the lobe pattern are associated
with the highest-PS-density {211} planes of the DG,
thereby suggesting that the {211} planes play a signifi-
cant role in the deformation mechanism of this three-
dimensional interconnected nanocomposite. Upon un-
loading, elliptical rings appear at 300% strain, and an
immediate residual strain of 70% remains at zero load.
Upon annealing, the sample returns to its original
macroscopic and microscopic dimensions, indicating full
recovery of the PS domains.
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